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Mirrored Corners

- Approximately four mirrored corners have been placed on our campus to assist our students with disabilities.
DROPS OF LOVE

- PUC SGA partnered with the PNC SGA and did a fundraiser to raise funds and gather water for Flint, Michigan.
- So far we have raised $113.02 and have approximately 800 bottles of water.
Currently the Secretary of Technology is making adjustments to a website that the PUC SGA has been utilizing this year.

This website offers an integrated collaborative calendar platform, internal list of organizations and committees, document sharing, and a collaborative project platform.
Throughout the school year meetings have been taking place with our sister campus.
The constitution for PNW SGA was completed on 18 March.
The projected date for the bylaws to be completed is 22 April.
• Our students were the first Indiana delegation in MIG.
• Students debated legislation in the Illinois house and senate chambers.